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INTRODUCTION 

This particular book was inspired by my realization some time ago that much of 
Steampunk art and photography tends to be dominated by cheesecake images of lovely, 
buxom women wearing goggles and corsets and little else. (Actual Victorian ladies, it should 
be mentioned, rarely neglected to go out in the world without their clothing.) Not that 
there’s necessarily anything wrong with that, but where, I wondered (being of a naturally 
contrarian nature) were the fit, athletic, handsome men sporting abs and goggles and top hats, 
biceps and gorgeous brocade waistcoats? Why were the basest prurient interests of all 
genders and orientations not being equally served? There seemed to me to be an 
unconscionable visual discrimination at play, a titillatory inequity that fell just short of a 
crime against humanity. Not one to let such serious humanitarian issues—or minor 
inconveniences, for that matter—pass unprotested, I gathered up some models and created 
this small collection.

I have been obsessed with Steampunk before I knew there was such a thing. For me, 
photography provides an excellent outlet for that obsession: dressing up models in pseudo-
Victorian clothing and equipping them with elaborate props, antique tools, and backstories 
from an evolving alternate universe where steam powers everything from trains to airships to 
computers; where aether and alchemy and plasmas and a sort of dark magical pseudo-science 
are commonplace. There are of course many visions of Steampunk, many steam-powered 
universes, many alternate timelines run by a complex mesh of gears. This is just one. My 
steamy anachronistic world is, perhaps, a little dark and creepy, filled with wonder and 
invention, with fantasy and whimsy (“whimsy,” of course, being something that very easily 
topples over into madness). Of course, it’s also full of brass and gears and goggles and odd 
devices; with Verne and Dickens and H.G. Wells, and a good bit of Lewis Carroll. It’s 
Steampunk, after all.

My Steampunk photos look old and battered and time-worn, and I add—as you’ll see 
shortly—archly Victorian-styled captions that identify the characters being portrayed. The 
captions and portrayals totally lack context or continuity, but do provide little clues to the 
nature of the larger reality. It’s as if I’m building this world backwards, haphazardly, from 
random photographic relics found in someone’s attic. Add to that artifice the notion that the 
work displayed is that of the celebrated, if unfortunately fictitious, Victorian Steam-age 
philosophotographer Luxet Tenebrae, and the illusion (and confusion) is complete.

But really, those are just a lot of big words and hoity-toity artist-statement sorts of 
bloviations. The bottom line here is that these photos are beefcake, pure and simple: Please 
enjoy the Gentlemen. 
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ABOUT LUXET TENEBRAE

Luxet Tenebrae, the Photographer whose work is represented in this volume, 
enjoyed a career that spanned the reign of Victoria I, Alberta, and Victoria II, and the 
difficult decades of the Wiltshire Home Regency. His photographic chronicles of those 
years are a technically diverse and historically useful collection of artefacts. Eschewing 
popular photographic technologies, Tenebrae utilized a wide array of cameric apparati 
of his own devising, resulting in finished images that represent a diverse range of 
clarity, integrity, and even early colour.

Photography, however, was not Tenebrae’s sole passion. An ardent student of 
history, politics, art, and the New Sciences, Tenebrae’s style is often incomprehensibly 
complex, and his topic is frequently lost in a flurry of asides, parentheticals, and nested 
interdependent clauses as his narrative perambulates unpredictably. Still, his written 
work is always full of fact and insight, as well as a fair amount of opinion and 
occasionally harsh judgment. As one editor, faced with the daunting task of making 
sense of Tenebrae’s notebooks put it: T’s photographic subjects stare out at us with a clear and 
intense concentration; ‘tis a pity that his words lack that hard, persistent stare, and rather burst in a 
wild, abundant flood from his fevered mind, splashing across the floor and getting lost in the dustmotes 
behind the sofabule and ‘neath the cabinette.
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SIR LUCIUS VENDYR ST. MABYN

Rarely in the history of the Imperial Peerage has there been an individual quite like Sir 
Lucius Vendyr St. Mabyn.  Born in a small fishing village in the Welsh Borderlands, St. 
Mabyn demonstrated an early interest in maintaining, repairing, and improving the local 
fishermen’s boats. As a child, St. Mabyn’s proficiency was so sufficiently impressive that he 
was apprenticed into the Shipwrights’ Guild a full two years ahead of the normal minimum 
age. As a journeyman shipwright, St. Mabyn served for three years aboard the quarto-
steamer QSS Pursuant to Hemera’s Discoveries,  during which time (in the midst of the decisive 
Battle of Le Havre, in which the French naval forces were utterly annihilated, hastening the 
end of both the French Imperial War and, ultimately, the nation of France itself) he 
famously recalibrated the Pursuant to’s steamworks to an efficiency significantly greater than 
the enginemakers’ specifications, beyond the performance expected of even the period’s 
most advanced turbinic vessels. Upon the ship’s return its home port, St. Mabyn was 
formally accepted into the Guild.

It was not for his maritime heroics, however, that St. Mabyn was elevated to the 
peerage—despite his several noteworthy contributions to Naval militancy over the years—
but rather for the theory he expressed in his sole publication, in The Binnacle: Journal of the 
Shipwright Guild, simply entitled  “Principles of Aetheric Elevation Potentially Applied to  
Shipwrightcy.” His short paper expressed his intuitive autodidactical sense (based on his 
rudimentary comprehension of the relatively new aetheric sciences) that the same principles 
that kept conventional ships afloat on water were directly transferable, through a simple and 
straightforward algorithm of his design, to the prolonged suspension of solid objects in 
atmospheric vapours when certain basic aetheric formulae were included in the calculations. 

Thus was born the concept of “ships that could fly,” from which sprang all of today’s 
modern aero-ships, vaporibles, and ‘planes that ply the skyways across the Empire, ferrying 
people, goods, and civilization around the ever-hungry globe—and someday, perhaps, 
beyond. All today’s commerce and industry launched from the mind of an unschooled but 
visionary and highly skilled shipwright: Sir Lucius Vendyr St. Mabyn, fisherman’s son—and 
the Father of Modern Steam-Aeronautics!
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DR. NEMOR PEMBROOKE

The creator of the ubiquitous (and useful) utility gage—some version of which is today 
sported by most learned and inventrous gentlemen—Nemor Pembrooke was the most well-
known member of the Jinny 6 Club. An apothecary by training, Pembrooke was a natural 
inventor whose tools and contraptions were immediately designed to address specific 
necessities of his work.

The first utility gage, for example, included a number of the sensitive timepieces and 
measurement devices Pembrooke required in preparing exotic materia medica. “I had found,” 
he wrote in his memoir, “that I had to keep turning my head about this way and that, and 
was compelled from time to time to inconveniently step away from my desk in order to 
ascertain certain vital details of time or proportion, thus enhindering the efficient carrying-
out of my appointed chemic tasks.” By affixing the vital devices to a leather cuff, and 
including a small clockwork-powered drive chain to ensure precise synchronization, 
Pembrooke not only solved his immediate problem but created a concept that proved to be 
highly popular, primarily due to its ease of customization. In a short time, the gage itself 
became commonly referred to as a “pembrooke,” the appellation it retains to this day. In 
addition to his sudden notoriety, Pembrooke—as the sole holder of the Founding Patent—
also became exceedingly wealthy. 

Pembrooke’s subsequent inventions (i.e., aetheric enhancers and divisors for standard 
goggles, various multi-lens spectacles) brought him additional fame and fortune, although 
none to the extent of his first foray into inventry. His only failure (a spectacular one) was the 
Pembrooke Vapour Cuff: a steam-powered version of the standard gauntlet, featuring a 
somewhat cumbersome turbine-piston engine strapped to the user’s back. While powerful, 
and allowing for the inclusion of a wider range of engines and gadgets on the user’s arm, the 
device had a number of disadvantages. For instance, it generated a fair amount of distracting 
noise, and frequently became uncomfortably hot to the touch. In addition—and perhaps 
most contributory to its commercial failure—the ingeniously-designed portable turbine had 
an unfortunately combustive tendency, and was known occasionally to explode, with results  
unpleasant for both the wearer and any near bystanders. 
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SCI-LORD NURU DARWESHI OF CLOSENHAM

A great-grandnephew of the founder of the Nine Kingdoms, the young Nuru Darweshi 
(subsequently Sci-Lord Nuru of Closenham) chose to pursue Subtle Engineering at a 
London academy instead of attending the Bantu Empire’s magnificent university at Kilwa, as 
would have been expected of one born to his status. As Sir Nuru Darweshi of Closenham, 
and subsequently as Arthenian Professor of Subtle Engineering at Oxcam College, the 
investured pioneer of miniscopic instrumentalities is seen here making some typically 
delicate adjustments to a key component of his revolutionary Microscule Engine. 

Sci-Lord Nuru predicted, designed, and ultimately created a series of unique 
electrogeared devices, in which the large, milled cogs and sprockets common to most 
engineworks were replaced with miniscopic “gearways” constructed of steam-driven 
aelectrickal charges and counter-charges. 

As Darweshi wrote in his popular book, Ugunduzi: Principles of Invention, 

I had noticed, among the agricultural classes of my homeland, a remarkably creative 
inventiveness in reducing the volume and bulk of materials that must needs be transported afoot 
from place to place, sometimes with amazing disparities between the original harvest pile and 
the comparatively small and manageable pakiti that resulted from their efforts. It occurred to me 
in a moment’s inspiration that if the same principle of pakiti were to be applied to engine 
mechology, we would be freed from our burdensome reliance on the engine-houses,  multi-
storey vertical gear-racks, and acres  of coolant- and lubricial ponds. A vision of the potential for 
the limitless expansion and efficiency of applied engine science blossomed before my mind!

Darweshi’s work on the smallest “chimerical” scale opened vast new opportunities in 
mechanical research, subtle engineering, and commerce.  The ultimate good served by his 
Miniscopic Revolution more than outweighed its negative economic impacts on the 
millwork industry and its associated labouring classes, as manufacturies migrated rapidly 
from reliance on practical brass alone to Darweshi’s chimerical gearworks and no longer 
relied as much on worked metals. Darweshi was elevated to the intellectual peerage as a 
“Science Lord” by Victoria II as a new century—and a new age—dawned for an Empire 
founded on hearty steam and stately gears, but whose future lay, as Darweshi had shown, in 
the more subtle powers of the “faeiry aelectricity” and intangible, chimeric miniscopics.
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AN ENGINEER; MASTER JEREMIAH CONGLEVE

[Right] The robust profession we so blithely refer to as “Engineer” in fact comprises a 
tripartite human machine of astonishing perfection and harmony, descending from the 
Theoretical, Aetheric, and Alchemical Engineers (who uncover the higher mysteries hidden 
in the shadows of the cosmos and the caverns of the Earth); to the Thermic, Amperenical, 
and Aqueferrous Engineers (whose tireless labors decant that philosophy into the ingenuities 
that have ushered in today’s array of useful technicities); and finally to those Practickal 
Engineers who—like the nameless fellow pictured here—ensure that the great sprockets, 
gears, and steaming energies that power our modern Empire work flawlessly and obediently. 
All hail this mighty Pantheon of the Usefully Applied Sciences!

[Subsequent pages] Portraits of young Master Jeremiah Congleve, Tertiary Journeyman at 
the Royal Aetheric Engineering Academy.  In later life, Congreve’s work with filamental 
liquid phenomena would revolutionize phlebotic medicine, military strategy, and commercial 
air transport; but during his student and journeyman years, he struggled with personal 
demons (of a uniquely psychological, rather than the normal phantasmal variety), 
inappropriate social behaviours, and certain esoteric varieties of addiction.  It was whispered 
by some that his “disturbances” were the unintended result of his private sampling of 
specific aethers normally used sparingly in controlled panalchemical experiments. Others, 
more neo-romantically than libelously inclined, suggested that it was his unrequited (and 
altogether improper!) affection for a certain Professor M— that drove him to such 
distractions. 

Whatever the cause, the fact that he overcame these personal obstacles to become one of 
the first non-nobles to ascend to the Board of the Imperial College speaks volumes both for 
his gentlemanly character and, of course, for the class-blind and deeply democratic principles 
that have always been at the very core of the Royal Scientific order…if not always apparent 
on its surface or through its actions.
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ESRAM PHILANDEL, IMPERIAL POET-LAUREATE

Poet and septnaturalist Esram Philandel was perhaps best known for his vivid poems of 
biting social critique, such as One Early Morning’s Walk Along the Trottingbridge:  

Across the dangling Trottingbridge
The fog its yellow’d talons splay,
Its vapours choked with crusting ‘nack
To linger where condemned once lay 
Upon the trusses rusted red—
Cold iron home to woeful souls 
All stack’d like candlewood around
The hangman’s bloody dropping holes.
I walk the bridge to greet the St’Age,
And tread its rotting beams astride
The River, thick on crackstone piers
And rainbowed with thalglyceride.
All soundless now their cries of pain
All mute  the innocents consumed;
No doubt they’ll dangle there again
With Death the steaming murk perfumed.

The poem’s dark  images of a steam- and aether-polluted city shrouded by a foreboding 
past and facing an uncertain future provide a startling counterpoint to the usual optimistic 
paeans to the gleaming, efficient, robust magnificence of the Steam Age Empire.

Philandel’s poetry was not all dark, however; he also penned the famous Elegi Enim 
Imperatrix celebrating the coronation of Victoria II (“Ascendeth she of fiercest sex/ Who in 
her rise doth elevate / All humans ‘cross the banded globe / An Empire’s Queen to 
contemplate!”). 

During the Neo-Radical Government, Philandel was proclaimed Imperial Poet-Laureate 
by Parliament. Offered a lordship by Queen Alberta, the poet declined the honor politely, 
yet in keeping with his septnaturalist philosophy: “I have, My Queen, forsworn possessions, 
even unto my shirt; I fear the Purple would hang too heavesome on my frail poet’s arm, and 
what use to an Empire a Laureate who cannot lift his pen-hand to proclaim its glories?”
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LAND STEWARD STENNETH BELL

While advances in vapourian applications have generally launched phenomenal progress 
in agricultural technologies, the role of the Land Steward in managing and maintaining the 
aeconomies of large-landed estates has hardly been diminished. If anything, the Steward’s 
responsibilities have been expanded thanks to the need to master Steam Engineering in 
addition to such traditional skills as husbandry, aeconomics, and finance. Mr. Stenneth Bell, 
pictured here, was Land Steward of Gravenheath in the employ of the Ninth Duke of 
Rhenford. (Bell’s family has held, and continues to hold, hereditary stewardship of 
Gravenheath since the first Duke of Rhenford prudently and with great prescience chose the 
winning side in the War of the Roses.)  

A graduate (like all Gravenheath Stewards) of Camford Collegium in Dewesbury, Bell 
demonstrated equal competence with ensuring the well-being of the estate’s citizens and 
livestock, as with maintaining its steamlines and aelectrical pumps. It was he who oversaw 
the expansion of the estate’s steam-matrix to empower every corner of its vast holdings, 
resulting in enormously enhanced cost-reductions and improved revenues. 

Bell was also quick-thinking and innovative. During a massive fire  on the estate (possibly 
the result of Bevilist sabotage) that threatened Gravenheath Palace itself, Bell single-
handedly redirected key steam conduits to thoroughly douse the flames near the historic 
home, saving its priceless architecture and contents. (The reconstruction of Gravenheath 
Palace was designed by the famous Italian-expatriate architect Alfonso Brunselleschi, and it 
remains one of the jewels of British Flamboyant Baroque. With a strikingly contrastive 
interior by the early Severe Ascetic architect Sir Peter Vandenhorne, and eclectic furnishings 
imported from the royal homes of the more exotic colonies, visitors to Gravenheath Palace 
are frequently subject to disorientation and occasional seizures.)

Sadly, Bell’s heroic last-minute solution during the Great Blaze had the unforseen side-
effect of cutting off the fire brigade’s access to steam-pumped water, necessitating the ad 
hoc formation of relatively inefficient bucket-lines, and resulting in the death, injury, or 
dishabitation of numerous villagers, plus fully one-fourth of the livestock and tillage. Still, 
the Duke recorded that day in his journal: Serious FIRE on estate, Bell was gnious—moved stmpipes 
& saved House & fam. Nineteen persons, 40 live stock, svrl village bldgs dmgd, lost: vry Unfortnte. 
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EX-LORD MARTINSBURY POLISON- GREAUX

It is truly rare that an individual undergoes as profound, dramatic, and distinctive change 
of character and station as did Martinsbury Polison-Greaux. Born to the apex of the 
traditional and intellectual peerage, and raised to inherit a dukedom that included eight 
counties and two major cities, unrivaled right of access to the Queen, and an annual income 
of startling size and complexity, Polison-Greaux was the first hereditary peer in recorded 
history to be stripped of his title and privileges without having actually killed a reigning 
monarch in public with his own hands. 

Polison-Greaux also holds the dubious distinction of being the first person of any station 
to be tried in absentia for Interitum Machinis under the Second Mechalogical Disloyalty Act 
(otherwise known as the “Steampoint Law” after the series of attacks on the City’s central 
generators by anti-steam Bevelists, which destructive acts first prompted the law’s 
introduction in Parliament). Polison-Greaux remained one of the Empire’s most-wanted 
(and never apprehended) political criminals, engaging in a series of cowardly acts of 
vandalism against the information machines in particular—including, sadly, the only then-
extant iteration of Babbage's powerful A.D.A. Engine Mark VII. 

Polison-Greaux fell from flamboyant heir to common thief, suspected killer, 
mechological terrorist, and was  one of the key leaders of Bevel's anti-steam movement in 
the central Empire and Mainland Britain. Oddly, Polison-Greaux was also—somewhat 
contradictorily—an ardent and outspoken supporter of the Aetheric Sciences and the 
Neoalchemists, which sympathies seemed to many to run counter to his professed Bevelism. 
This gave rise to the popular romantic rumour that he had not in fact turned coat, but rather 
was a thankless agent provocateur in a shadow war with the Bevelists. These rumours were, and 
continue to be, utterly unsubstantiated.

Despite his many erudite writings, memory of the “Traitor Duke” are today, ironically, 
kept alive only in the old children’s nursery rhyme, “Poison-Grow the Fox” 

The wicked Fox where e’re he’ll go 
Will break and batter all that steams— 
That runs the day and warms our dreams— 
No care to that gives Poison-Grow
He loves but hardship, care, and woe!
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ABOUT THE (ACTUAL) AUTHOR

I've always been surrounded by photography. Ancestral relatives who could barely scratch 
out a living on dirt farms in the back-hills of Missouri somehow managed to have photos 
taken of their hardscrabble faces. My grandfather was a small-town professional 
photographer, specializing in gauzy, hand-tinted portraits of pretty Gladiolus Festival 
Queens and beaming local brides, and I used to spend hours as a small child inhaling the 
aromatic chemical scents in his darkroom. My great-uncle was an aerial photo analyst in 
WWII, and my father, not one to take retirement sitting down, is a photographer for a small-
town suburban Chicago newspaper.  My husband is an avid photographer himself, and he’s 
the one who gave me my first real camera more years ago than I care to admit to, so this is 
all probably his fault. Really, though, there was never any question of escape.

I have a non-photographic day job that’s generally fulfilling and interesting, but I do this 
stuff because it makes me happy and I love it (possibly as a result inhaling all those archaic 
chemical aethers during my early developmental years).

Take a look at my work past, present, and future, at www.ebutterfieldphotography.com, 
and feel free to get in touch (especially if you have something nice to say) by emailing me at 
ebutterfieldphotography@yahoo.com.

Evan Butterfield 
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